
Help! I need ideas for my next good read! 

New Fiction 
 On such a full sea by Chang-rae Lee. In a class-divided future America where urban neighborhoods function as 

labor colonies for elite charter villages, Fan, a female fish-tank diver, embarks on what becomes a legendary 

quest to find the man she loves in a region overcome by anarchic forces. (To be published January 7). 

 Murder and moonshine: a mystery by Carol Miller. Recently separated from her husband, Daisy, a diner 

waitress, accidentally uncovers a moonshine operation after one of her customers drops dead, and she finds 

herself caught between a distiller and an ATF agent. 

 All things hidden by Tracie Peterson and Kimberly Woodhouse. Struggling to support her father's medical 

practice in 1935 rural Alaska, Gwyn falls for her sister's fiancé, Jeremiah, who has been secretly working for 

Gwyn's father after unfairly losing his medical license. 

 The wind is not a river by Brian Payton. Desperate to understand the war that claimed the life of his brother, 

journalist John Easley heads to Alaska to investigate the Japanese invasion of the Aleutian Islands, while his wife 

is forced to reimagine who she is and what she is capable of doing after he disappears. (To be published  

January 7). 

 The last dead girl by Harry Dolan. Falling in love with a beautiful young law student after a chance encounter on 

a rainy April night, David is discouraged by a bruise on April's cheek that she refuses to explain and is horrified 

when he is declared a prime suspect in her subsequent murder. (To be published January 9). 

New Non-Fiction 
 Wheat belly 30-minute (or less!) cookbook by William Davis. A volume of quick-prepare, wheat-free recipes by 

the preventive cardiologist and best-selling author of Wheat Belly explains the potential role of wheat in a range 

of health problems, introducing recommendations for adopting a wheat-free diet and stocking a pantry with 

healthier alternatives. 

 The beauty of zentangle: inspirational examples from 137 tangle artists worldwide by Suzanne McNeill. 

Zentangle is a growing new art form that combines meditation, creativity, and fun. This book celebrates the 

worldwide Zentangle phenomenon with hundreds of sensational one-of-a-kind designs. Zentangle-inspired 

masterpieces are included from breakthrough artists and Certified Zentangle Teachers. 

 Icarnadine: poems by Mary Szybist. In Incarnadine, Mary Szybist restlessly seeks out places where meaning 

might take on new color. One poem is presented as a diagrammed sentence. Another is an abecedarium made 

of lines of dialogue spoken by girls overheard while assembling a puzzle. Several poems arrive as a series of 

Annunciations, while others purport to give an update on Mary, who must finish the dishes before she will open 

herself to God. Szybists formal innovations are matched by her musical lines, by her poetrys insistence on 

singing as a lure toward the unknowable. Inside these poems is a deep yearning—for love, motherhood, the will 

to see things as they are and to speak. Beautiful and inventive, Incarnadine is the new collection by one of 

Americas most ambitious poets. Winner of the 2013 National Book Award for Poetry. 

 My age of anxiety: fear, hope, dread, and the search for peace of mind by Scott Stossel. The author recounts 

his lifelong battle with anxiety, showing the many manifestations of the disorder as well as the countless 

treatments that have been developed to counteract it, and provides a history of the efforts to understand this 

common form of mental illness. (To be published January 7). 
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